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Introduction:  A major scientific goal of the Lunar
Prospector (LP) gamma-ray and neutron spectrometers
is to classify all lunar terranes according to composi-
tion.   A preliminary analysis of early data indicates
this goal will be met for the major rock-forming ele-
ments on a spatial scale of about 200 km.   The low-
altitude phase of LP now in progress should allow re-
duction of this scale by about a factor of 10 for those
elements that have sufficiently high measurable fluxes
relative to their backgrounds.   Most promising are the
flux intensities of thermal, epithermal, and fast neu-
trons (which each average about 300 counts per 50 km
of ground track) and 2.6 MeV gamma rays from tho-
rium (which averages about 50 counts per 50 km of
ground track).   We therefore explore the information
content of these measurables to classify the various
lunar terrane types.

Theoretical Expectations: Computer simulations
show that the ratio of lunar epithermal to thermal neu-
tron flux is directly proportional to the macroscopic
absorption cross section [1].   Estimates of these cross
sections for the various Apollo and Luna samples [2]
show that abundances of Fe, Ti, Gd, and Sm dominate
[3,4].   Because the thermal neutron absorption cross
section for Ti is about twice that for Fe, the ratio of
epithermal to thermal neutron flux should primarily
reflect the content of Fe+2Ti, with significant contri-
butions from Gd+Sm in KREEP-rich terranes.

Simulations of lunar fast neutron fluxes
(Gasnault et al., in preparation, 1999) show that their
variation reflects only variations in Fe and Ti, in equal
proportions.   A combined analysis of all three neutron
energy ranges should then be sufficient to separate
abundance variations in Fe from those of Ti and
Gd+Sm.   Separation of these last two components can
be implemented by adding an analysis of thorium
gamma rays because of the measured strong correlation
amongst all incompatible elements [2].

Results:  Equal area 2ox2o maps of thorium abun-
dances and of fast-neutron fluxes have been published
previously [5,6].   The map for the ratio of epithermal
to thermal neutrons is similar to these maps but is not
shown here.   All three maps show relatively high in-
tensities within the front-side Mare, smaller, but some-
what enhanced intensities within the South Pole Aitken
basin, and very low intensities in the highlands.

Figure 1:  Ternery diagram for a classification of 2°
by 2° equal area spatial pixels on the Moon according

to measured epithermal/thermal and fast neutrons
fluxes and to the LP GRS thorium abundances.  Large
red circles give measurements within Mare Humorum.

Figure 2: Ternery diagram for a classification of 2° by
2° equal area spatial pixels on the Moon according to
measured epithermal/thermal and fast neutrons fluxes
and to the LP GRS thorium abundances.  Large red
circles give measurements within Mare Marginis.

These three data sets were combined into a ternary
diagram by first normalizing each measurable to the
range spanning from 0 to 1 for each 2ox2o spatial pixel
on the Moon.   Resultant triplets of normalized counts
were then renormalized so that they add in quadrature
to unity.

One ternery diagram for a region relatively
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high in Ti (Humorum) is shown in Fig. 1, and one for a
region relatively low In Ti (Marginis) is shown in Fig.
2.   Plotted in red are spatial locations within the se-
lected region while those in black are for the rest of the
Moon.   A close inspection reveals the following:   1)
Locations within LP ternary diagrams for a given re-
gion, cluster about well-defined centroids that vary
from region to region.   2) Comparison of the horizon-
tal positions of these centroids with Ti abundances as
determined using Clementine Spectral Reflectance
(CSR) data [7] shows that regions of higher Ti content
locate closer to the Epithermal/Thermal neutron vertex,
and those having lower Ti content locate closer to the
Fast neutron vertex.

Figure 3:  Correlation between titanium abundances
determined using Clementine Spectral Reflectance

data and the difference between normalized fast and
epithermal/thermal neutron fluxes.  The correlation

line has significance given by R=-0.4

This trend is quantified in Fig. 3 by the correlation
between Ti abundances as determined using the CSR
data and the horizontal centroid positions in LP ternary
diagrams.   Inspection shows a weak, although signifi-
cant correlation.   Reasons for the substantial scatter
that is very evident at low values of the <Fast - Epi-
thermal/Thermal> neutron flux are not known but need
to be investigated.
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